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Invitation

Background

   We invite you to an extraordinary 5-day intensive program designed to gain new 
insights, knowledge, values and beliefs about yourself and the surrounding world, 
so that each person will have the opportunity to learn how to create peace in 
community.  
   Healing Between Worlds™ welcomes you to a healing and reconciliation process 
in which you will explore, discover and more deeply understand the inner strength 
you inherited from your ancestors.  
   Asian Rural Institute provides an exceptionally unique multi-cultural learning 
environment in Japan.  Here you will have 
a chance to discover the beauty of 
simplicity in life through sharing commu-
nity and experiencing organic farming. 
   Combining these powerful new experi-
ences together, we invite you to enjoy 
transforming to the next level where you 
can become ready to serve as a leader in 
peacemaking. 

This fundraising event has been created as a collaborative presentation between Asian 
Rural Institute (ARI) and Healing Between Worlds™ to benefit ARI who has been support-
ing Rural Leaders from Asia, Africa and the Pacific for more than 40 years.  All profit for 
this program will be donated to ARI. 

“The most powerful ways to create peace in community are to realize one’s
 inner strength and real connection with soul, society, and nature.”

What is Peace?



Community & Activities

What is Community?What is Community?

This 5-day program includes a combination of various activities 
including lectures, workshops and night events.  Experience 
living simply in a community of diversity!

Organic
Farming

Sharing
at ARI

Peace
Building
ActivityNight gathering

Sharing real issues and stories

Foodlife work (morning / evening) Crops & vegetables

Foodlife work (morning / evening) Livestock

Morning gathering

Next
Leaders
Training

Let’s talk about PEACE!

English 
is the common

language at ARI.
All lectures

are presented
in English.



Healing Between Worlds™

WindEagle is a co-Founding Director of Healing Between Worlds™. 
She is a Keeper of ancient wisdom from Mayan and pre-Mayan 
culture dedicated to peace building, awakening consciousness and 
healing separation in our world. 

WindEagle

Kyoko Seki is a co-Founding Director of Healing Between Worlds™. 
She is an International coach, facilitator and adviser and is 
dedicated to awakening people’s hidden talents and bringing 
diverse cultures together to create peace in our world. 

Kyoko Seki

Presenters

Seeds of Wisdom Inherited

Discover Self

As the world is shifting we experience conflicts and challenges all around us. In this 
gathering, we will introduce Healing Between Worlds™ to explore and experience 
concepts and tools that reflect the core capacities of peace making. Healing 
Between Worlds™ is relevant for bridging cross cultural opposites and healing in 
community. 

Work with 5 seeds Work on the Actual Issue

and more!Featured activities

Remembering wisdoms each of us 
hold is the first step for peace 
making.  It is like discovering seeds 
within and growing them to be 
active players for healing and 
bridging.

There will be an opportunity to 
work on an actual issue that 
requires healing and reconciliation 
to make a shift.

The program will help you remember your core identity as a peace maker and the gifts 
you carry.  It will potentially be a healing experience for you and empower you to play an 
important role in healing separation in community.



Asian Rural Institute

For more info about ARI, visit us on web >> http://www.ari-edu.org

Despite the Great Eastern Japan Earthquake, which came the day after I joined, my desire to 
work for and with ARI did not change. My position as Program Coordinator allows me to 
connect people with ARI. I have come to understand the importance of connections and I 
believe that ARI’s concept of “Foodlife” (the connection between Food and Life) contributes to 
Peace making. 

Takashi Yamashita

She started working at ARI in 1995 and became Director since 2015.   Took MA in Rural 
Sociology  at Michigan State University. Besides taking directorship, she has been teaching 
classes of Servant Leadership and Participatory Learning and Action  at ARI. 

Tomoko Arakawa

That we may live together

Discover Life

Foodlife Servant Leadership

and more!Featured activities

Foodlife is a special word used at ARI 
to express the reality that food and 
life cannot be separated; both 
depend upon each other, so we 
work to sustain life through a 
healthy relationship with nature.

A good leader must be a servant 
first, then a leader. In contradiction 
to the conventional top-down 
leadership, Servant Leadership 
suggests that we serve and support 
people from the bottom up. 

The program introduces the core concepts of ARI,  sustainable agriculture through 
integrated organic farming techniques, community building, and servant leadership, 
through  lectures, hands-on workshop, and community life.

Presenters

The Asian Rural Institute (ARI) is a 
community based training center for 
Rural Leaders. The aim of ARI is to 
invite and train local grassroots 
leaders to more effectively serve in 
their communities as they work for 
the poor, the hungry and the 
marginalized.

What is ARI?

In this special program, ARI provides a unique multi-cultural learning environment 
for you to explore the next step for a sustainable world. Together with you, we will 
discover how we can create peace in diverse and dynamic community. 
ARI’s motto is “That We May Live Together”.



Schedule

Tokyo

May 10 - 14, 2017

Access

Faculty & Staff

Fee & Registration

Accommodation & Meals

Asian Rural Institute
442-1 Tsukinokizawa, 
Nasushiobara-shi, Tochigi-ken.
329-2703 JAPAN

¥130,000 (including Tax)Fee

Registration (Maximum 20 Participants)

Curriculum fees, lodging for 4 nights, 11 meals, 
and all trip fees during the program are included.

Please fill out the registration form and submit to ARI by email. 
Details on payment information are included in the registration form. 
Registration will be confirmed when payment is received.

▶Details for directions from 
　Narita / Haneda airport will be sent upon registration. 

▶Details of the time table will be sent to participants upon registration.

Faculty: WindEagle (HBW), Kyoko Seki (HBW), Takashi Yamashita (ARI), 
Tomoko Arakawa (ARI), Project Alchemist: Yuri Morikawa, Jun Yagisawa (ARI)

Accommodations (for 4 nights) are included 
in the registration fee. You can choose either 
a bed or tatami (Japanese style) room on a 
first-come-first-served basis. The rooms are 
shared with other participants. 

Accommodations - Nasu Seminar house

Meals from dinner on May 10 to breakfast 
on May 14 are included.  Meals are cooked 
by ARI members as a part of their leadership 
training and are all organic.  A vegetarian 
menu is also available.  Please inquire.

Meals - Koinonia Dining Hall

Bon Voyage!Bon Voyage!

Also including:

+ Outdoor Cooking
+ Dining at authentic

local cuisine!

+ Onsen Trip
(Hot Spring)

Asian Rural Institute


